Digi Pilot Sign
APPLICATIONS

TECHNO SIGNZ
Digi Pilot Sign

DIG

Product Info:
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A Techno Signz original, first-of-its-kind
Use any wireless device to update messages instantly
Techno Signz app controls hardware functions
Visible from an unbeatable 175m
Patented auto-dimming technology for oncoming traffic
Full colour/amber options

Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Optimal for piloting wide loads
ü Driver can update messages
instantly via app by text or voice
ü Automatic sensors to detect
distance from convoy (i.e. WIDE
LOAD 50m)
ü Sign can be easily lowered via
app when truck is not piloting
ü Sign unit can sync with other
emergency vehicles to display
same messaging at the same
time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Optimal for towing wide loads
ü Driver can update messages
instantly via app by text or voice
ü Safest solution for when tow
truck driver is pulled over and
can inform passerby’s effectively
ü Sign can be easily lowered via
app when truck is not towing
ü Sign unit can sync with other
emergency vehicles to display
same messaging at the same
time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Warn road users of speeding
ü Automatic messaging of distance
of other emergency vehicle when
escorting (i.e. FIRETRUCK 50m)
ü Police officers can update
messages instantly via app
ü Warn road users of what type
and distance of accident up
ahead (i.e. CAR CRASH 50m)
ü When not in-route to emergency,
PSAs or holiday greetings can
be displayed
ü Sign can sync with other police
vehicles’ signs to display same
messaging at the same time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Warn road users of speeding
ü Automatic messaging of distance
of other emergency vehicle when
escorting (i.e. FIRETRUCK 50m)
ü Police officers can update
messages instantly via app
ü Warn road users of what type
and distance of accident up
ahead (i.e. CAR CRASH 50m)
ü When not in-route to emergency,
PSAs or holiday greetings can
be displayed
ü Sign can sync with other police
vehicles’ signs to display same
messaging at the same time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Optimal for piloting wide loads
ü Driver can update messages
instantly via app by text or voice
ü Effective for escorting airplanes
in low visibility conditions & warn
pilot of any safety issues.
ü Sign can be easily lowered via
app when truck is not escorting
ü Sign unit can sync with other
emergency vehicles to display
same messaging at the same
time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Warn road users emergency
vehicle
ü EMS personnel can update
messages instantly via app
ü Tell road users of where
ambulance is headed (hospital
location)
ü When not in-route to emergency,
PSAs or holiday greetings could
be displayed
ü Sign can sync with other
emergency vehicles’ signs to
display same messaging at the
same time
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Applications:

ü Traffic control solution
ü Warn road users of where
firetruck is headed (fire location)
ü Firefighters can update messages
instantly via app
ü Warn road users of what type
and distance of accident up
ahead (i.e. Car Crash 50m)
ü When not in-route to emergency,
PSAs or holiday greetings can be
displayed
ü Sign unit can sync with other
firetrucks’ signs to display same
messaging at the same time
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